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William C. BischoffLaw Office
Suite 500Q, GCIC Bldg.
414W.SoledadAve.
Hagatna, Guam 96910
479-5620 486-2557
bischoffbill2@,vahoo.com

Fl LED
DISTRICT COURT OF GUAM

MAR 15 2018^5
JEANNE @, QUINATA

CLERK OF COURT

DISTRICT COURT OF GUAM

TERRITORY OF GUAM

TAIRIN ATESOM, individually and on
behalfofall others similarly situated,

Plaintiff,

vs.

GUAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

AUTHORITY and THEODORE LEWIS, in
his official capacity as the Chief
Administrator of the GUAM MEMORIAL

HOSPITAL AUTHORITY,

Defendants.

CIVIL CASE NO. 15-00038

OBJECTIONS TO

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION

I.

Where there's a will, there's a way. Sometimes.

The parties to the Compact must have intended it to benefit actual people, impoverished

FAS citizens who would be migrating to Guam. Its reimbursement provision was presumably

bargained for, and would appear to be consistent with that intent. Whether the FAS, Guam, oi

the Compact migrants have a right of action to actually require federal reimbursement to Guam
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for the adverse consequences to it of that migration, the federal government nevertheless does

provide at least some reimbursement, pursuant to theCompact.

GMHA, and the government ofGuam, understandably feel put-upon by the irresponsible

meagerness of that federal reimbursement. Perhaps partly because of that, GMHA chooses not

to apply any ofthe inadequate reimbursement it does receive, to reimbursement.

As noted in the Report, GMHA's counsel stated at the motion to dismiss hearing that

GMHA does not apply any of the reimbursement money to Compact migrants' bills. It instead

uses the reimbursement money, all of it, for hospital facilities andequipment improvements.

II.

Just because GMHA does not apply that reimbursement money to the unpaid bills of

poor, vote-less, Compact migrants does not make it right. It is "reimbursement" money, not

facilities improvement, or other, money. The parties to the Compact presumably called it

"reimbursement" money because it was intended to be used that way. Words in a treaty should

be accorded their ordinary meaning. Words in a contract, or statute, are. Taniguchi v. Kan

Pacific Saipan, Ltd., dba Marianas Resort and Spa, 132 S.Ct. 1997(2012).

If GMHA were to allocate the reimbursement money, any of it, as reimbursement, foi

Compact migrants' unpaid bills, then - arguably, at least ~ it would have to give the migrants

credit for so muchof those bills as was beingpaidthat way.

At least, that is plaintiffs argument. The Report errs by concluding, in effect, that just

because GMHA chooses not to use the reimbursement money for reimbursement, then plaintiff

fails to state a claim. As a matter of law, it shouldn't matter what GMHA actually spends the

money on. As reimbursement, whatever amount GMHA receives should be creditedagainst the

debt that the reimbursement is for.
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As for jurisdiction, it is the meaning and import of a term in a federal treaty that is at

issue here. This Court has jurisdiction todecide that issue. 28 USC § 1331 provides that federal

courts have jurisdiction over matters that arise under federal treaties. For the Court to rule that it

does not have jurisdiction to rule on the meaning and implication of a term in a federal treaty

would be in error. A federal court would certainly be bettersuited than a state or territorial court

to rule on the meaning of a term in a federal treaty, especially as it may affect the finances of that

state or territory.

HI.

If, however, this Court is going to follow the Report and Recommendation, then plaintif]

should at least be given leave to amend the complaint to allege that the reimbursement money is

supposed to be used for reimbursement.

So if need be, plaintiff requests that any dismissal bewithout prejudice.

But then, a plaintiff really should not berequired toallege that a defendant is supposed to

comply with the meaning ofwords, or terms, ofa contract, statute, or treaty before alleging that

the defendant's failure to do so is actionable. That would be to impose an artificial, redundant,

pleading requirement. The real issue here now, as posed by GMHA's actions, appears to be

whether GMHA can decide on its own to allocate the Compact "reimbursement" money othei

than to unpaid migrants' bills. We can litigate that issue as the complaint now stands. GMHA

can allege as an affirmative defense that it is entitled to do so.

Or plaintiff could amend the complaint, if need be, perhaps to cast it in the nature of a

declaratory judgment action on the question whether GMHA can, consistent with the language of

the Compact, allocate the reimbursement money to facilities improvements or to anything else,

andnot to reimbursement for unpaid migrants' bills.
3
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IV.

Plaintiff and the proposed class are not expressly recognized intended third party

beneficiaries of the federal money sent to reimburse Guam for the adverse consequences to it of

their presence here. But the inability of the poorest of the migrants, who are by definition

working poor and thus eligible for the Earned Income and Dependent Child tax credits, to pay

hospital bills for themselves and their children is clearly the adverse consequence to GMHA of

their presence here. GMHA nevertheless dismisses out ofhand the notion that the money should

be applied towards that adverse consequence to it that the reimbursement is for.

Plaintiffobjects to the Report's so concluding likewise.

It was news, GMHA's assertion at the motion to dismiss hearing that it allocates the

reimbursement money, all of it, to facilities and equipment improvement. It hadn't occurred to

plaintiff, it was not pleaded in the complaint, that GMHA was consciously allocating the money

other than to reimbursement for unpaid Compact migrants' bills. The main issue would now

appear to be how the term "reimbursement," as used in this federal treaty, is to be interpreted;

presuming the parties to the Compact intended the money to be used for what "reimbursement

means.

The term "reimbursement" is not defined in the Compact. When a term goes undefined

ina statute, a court will give it its ordinary meaning. Asgrow Seed Co. v. Winterboer, 513 U.S

179, 187 (1995). The Compact probably should viewed as both a contract and a statute. Ai v.

UnitedStates (9th Cir., December 17,2015) (noting that the Covenant between the CNMI and the

United States is best viewed as a Congressionally approved compact that is both a contract and a

statue). See also, Kalantry, Sital, "The Intent-to-Benefit: Individually Enforceable Rights Undei

International Treaties" (2008). Cornell Law Faculty Publications, Paper 75. In any event

plaintiff, at least, can conceive of no reason why the definition of "reimbursement" would be
4
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different in treaty as opposed to in statutory or contract construction. Black's Law Dictionary

Ninth Ed. (2009) defines reimbursement as "repayment," and as "indemnity." Webster's Third

New International Dictionary (1971) defines reimbursement, and reimburse, similarly, as "to pay

back" or"to make restoration or payment ofanequivalent to."

Payment, or indemnity, to GMHA for the unpaid bills ofworking-poor Compact migrants

would appear, on its face, easily to be what "reimbursement" means in this context, as it would

in any other. That would be consistent with the apparent over-all intent ofthe Compact to enable

working-poor migrants who come here to lift themselves from poverty. That is the purpose of

the EITCand Dependent Child tax credits, too.

V.

If the federal government were to live up to its full responsibility for its Compact invitees

and reimburse GMHA 100%, dollar for dollar, for the bills ofmigrant working poor who simply

cannot afford them, then GMHA could hardly be heard to say what it says now: that it simply

decides not to allocate the money to reimbursement, and instead allocates all of it towards

facilities improvements or vendor payment obligations orwhatever. The same principle should

apply to whatever percentage of unpaid Compact migrants' bills the reimbursement does amount

to.

Whether the idea even jelled in the minds of the negotiators of the Compact that the

migrants would, as alleged in the complaint, be beneficiaries of the Compact reimbursement

payments toGMHA, they simply are; orshould be recognized tobe, under ordinary principles of

"can't-collect-twice" law, as explained in plaintiffs opposition to the motion to dismiss. See

also, EEOC v. Waffle House, Inc., 534 U.S. 279, 297 (2002) ("[I]t goes without saying that the

courtscan and should preclude a double recovery ....").
5
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VI.

What the Report did was conflate the ultimate merits ruling it apparently was inclined

towards - that GMHA is not required to allocate the reimbursement money towards unpaid

Compact migrants' bills - with the issue of whether the Court has jurisdiction to decide that

issue at all.

As is noted at page 10 of the Report, plaintiff argues she and the class have rights that

accrue to them under the Compact. Ina sense, all the complaint alleges is GMHA should not be

allowed to collect twice, no matter where the money that pays working-poor migrant's bills

comes from. Thus it would not matter whether the money came from Compact reimbursement

or from a kindly uncle or from anywhere else. To the extent this is a simple, straightforward,

can't-collect-twice case, then maybe there would be no federal court jurisdiction here.

The issue, however, especially as posed now, is whether GMHA can, consistent with the

Compact Impact money's being designated for reimbursement, allocate that money as it states it

has been doing, and notas payment for unpaid migrants' bills.

Plaintiff thus objects that the 5-4 Empire Healthchoice Assurance, Inc., v. McVeigh, 547

U.S. 677 (2006) case cited inthe Report on the issue ofjurisdiction isnot as apposite here as isa

case that is cited therein, Grable &Sons Metal Products, Inc. v. Darue Engineering &Mfg., 545

U.S. 3008 (2005). The Empire Court observed that in Grable, federal jurisdiction was proper

because the meaning of a federal tax provision was a pure issue of federal law that sensibly

belonged in a federal court. 547 U.S. at 700.

Likewise here, the issue of the meaning an import of the term "reimbursement" in the

Compact is onethatsensibly belongs in federal court.
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VII.

The case chiefly relied upon in the Report, AHPW, Inc. v. Pohnpei, Ml Fed. Appx. 565

(9th Cir. 2011), is not about Compact Impact reimbursement money. Plaintiff agrees with the

finding in the Report that, at least as a rhetorical proposition, the federal government has not

obligated itself to pay for expenses incurred by individual FSM citizens residing in Guam. And

in the Report it is of course rightly concluded that plaintiff has no right to appropriations

Congress provides to affected jurisdictions. But the complaint does not allege that plaintiff and

the proposed migrant working-poor class are entitled to appropriations, or to have their grocery

bills paid. It alleges only that GMHA is not entitled to take their working-poor EITC and

Dependent Child tax refunds in payment for hospital bills oftheirs GMHA has already received

reimbursement for from the federal government.

In the Report it is observed that ifanyone is a"third party beneficiary" ofthe Compact's

reimbursement authorizations, it would be the affected jurisdictions, such as Guam, and not any

individual FSM citizen who resides here.

Guam is adirect, not a third party, beneficiary ofthe reimbursement money. All plaintiff

is saying is that when the federal government reimburses the hospital for unpaid bills incurred by

those who are by definition working-poor Compact migrants, (plainly the adverse consequence

to the hospital ofthe Compact), then their bills are satisfied to that extent, by ordinary operation

of law; and that the hospital is precluded collecting again on those bills. It is only working-pooi

Compact migrants, whose EITC and Dependent Child tax refunds are being garnished and whose

unpaid bills the GMHA reimbursement money is presumably meant as payment for, who

comprisethe proposed class.
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VIII.

This was not first and foremost a diversity action. It is first and foremost an action

arising under a treaty, and thus brought pursuant 28 U.S.C. § 1331.

Upon reflection, plaintiff agrees with the Report's analysis and finding of a lack of 28

U.S.C. § 1332 diversity jurisdiction, for the reasons explained in the Report.

Plaintiff objects to the Report's imposing the $5,000,000.00 jurisdictional requirement

for diversity class actions pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(6). Again, this was not firstly a

diversity action at all. The 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(6) $5,000,000.00 jurisdictional amount

requirement for diversity class actions is inapplicable.

In the alternative, plaintiff requests leave to amend the complaint to so allege that

$5,000,000.00 amount. This can bedone ingood faith since, as was also discussed at the motion

to dismiss hearing, GMHA has provided discovery (attached) indicating that over the past five

years, it has garnished some $8million ($7,925,869.09) from thetax refunds of FAS citizens.

IX.

The Report also concludes that pursuant to 26 U.S.C. § 6402(g), this court lacks

jurisdiction. That conclusion is in error.

The upshot of § 6402(g) is only that the IRS, or in this case DRT, cannot be sued in

federal court for executing a garnishment requested by a government agency. Dasisa v.

Department of Treasury, 951 F.Supp.2d 45 (D.D.C. 2013) (Department of Treasury was the

wrong defendant; plaintiff had to sue the agency-claimant that had referred the debt to Treasury

for garnishment); Taylor v. United States, 2011 WL 1843286 (D.Ariz.) (same). Plaintiff is not

suing DRT. She is suing GMHA. Under the Report's reading of § 6402(g), which does indeed

literally seem to say so, a plaintiff whose tax refunds were wrongfully garnished would have no

8
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recourse. Case law makes clear that the agency that requested the garnishment can indeed be

sued under§ 6402(g).

X.

The § 6402 notice issue is difficult. Plaintiff can discern no rational basis for why a §

6402(d) garnishment would not be subject to the same notice requirements as a §6402(e) or (f)

garnishment. Thus plaintiff argues that the apparent lack ofa notice requirement in §6402(d) is

a drafting oversight. Due process requires that the §§ 6402(e) and (0 notice requirements be

imported into § 6402(d).

The language cited in the Report on this issue is the "In general" subparagraph ofall

three subsections (d), (e), and (f) of§6402. Subsection (e), which GMHA actually refers to in

its notices to garnishees, and which may well be, for the sake ofargument, as is surmised in the

Report, amistake, includes a more particular "Notice" subparagraph. So does subsection (f).

It is those more particular notice requirements in subsections (e) (which GMHA itself

actually refers to in its garnishment notices, see, the exhibits to the complaint) and similarly in

(f), that plaintiff argues garnishees such as herself are entitled to, even if those more particulai

notice requirements are not to be found insubsection (d).

Plaintiff can think of no rational reason why the more particular notice requirements

would apply to garnishments related to state income tax debts, and to state unemployment

compensation debts (which would appear to be liquidated debts) and not likewise to debts

allegedly owed to federal agencies, not reduced to judgments.

Furthermore, the fact that the same "In general" subparagraph appears in all three

subsections (d), (e), and (f), indicates that it does not at all specify the notice that is required

under those subsections. If it did, its inclusion in subsections (e) and (f) would create a patent

9
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ambiguity, an internal inconsistency, in those subsections. On occasion, words or terms may be

interpolated into a statute to rectify an apparent inadvertent legislative omission. Girardlnv. Co.

v. Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service, 122 F.2d 843, 845 (3rd Cir. 1941). Plaintiff argues

this is especially necessary in order to rectify what would otherwise be a failure to provide basis

due process procedures for notice and an opportunity to be heard before agovernmental taking

ofprivateproperty.

Conclusion

While plaintiff agrees with some of the findings in the Report, its ultimate

Recommendation, that this action be dismissed, is premature, at least. Its Recommendation that

this matter be dismissed should not be followed.

Respectfully submitted this J? William C. Bischoff Law Office

William C. Bischoff/
Counsel for Plaintiff

Declaration of Counsel
I, William C. Bischoff, counsel for plaintiff, declare under penalty of perjury that

attached hereto is the discovery received thus far in this case from GMHA, indicating that ovei

the past five years, GMHA has received a total of$22,942,026.00 in Compact Impact funding

there is a total $61,123,033.15 in unpaid bills ofFAS citizens, and that GMHA has garnished a

total of $7,925,869.09 from the tax returns of FAS citizens.

u

10

William C. Bischoff
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Guam Memorial Hospital Authority
Aturidat Espetat Mimuriat Guahan

850 GOV. CARLOS CAMACHO ROAD
OKA, TAMUNING, GUAM 96911

TEL 647-2444 or 647-2330
FAX: (671) 649-0145

Fiscal Year

2015

COMPACT IMPACT FUNDING

GUAM CIP 2015-5
Amount

$1,800,000

2015 GUAM CIP 2015-2 3,000,000

2014 GUAM CIP 2014-3 3,000,000

2013 GUAM CIP 2013-3 2.500,000

2013 GUAM CIP 2013-2 6,000,000

2012 GUAM CIP 2012-2 4,142,026

2011 GUAM CIP 2011-3

Total:

2,500.000

$22,942,026
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Guam Memorial Hospital Authority
Aturidat Espetat MimuriSt Guahan

850 GOV. CARLOS CAMACHO ROAD
OKA,TAMUNING, GUAM 96911

TEL: 647-2444 or647-2330
FAX: (671) 649-0145

Unpaid Accounts of FAS Citizens

Calendar Year
2011

Balance Due

$7,803,993.10

2012 7,550,062.96

2013 9,332,015.23

2014 12,155,826.46

2015 24,281,135.40

GRAND TOTAL: $61,123,033.15
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Guam Memorial Hospital Authority
Aturidat Espetat Mimuriat Guahan

850 GOV. CARLOS CAMACHO ROAD
OKA, TAMUNING, GUAM 96911

TEL 647-2444 or 647-2330
FAX: (671) 649-0145

Tax Garnishments of FAS Citizens

CALENDAR YEAR AMOUNT

2011 $2,438,947.97

2012 1,546,393.69

2013 784.438.01

2014 1.268.752.68

2015 1,887.336.74

TOTAL $7,925,869.09
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